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Modern petroleum and petrotechnical engineering is increasingly challenging due to the inherently scarce and decreasing number
of global petroleum resources. Exploiting these resources efficiently will require researchers, scientists, engineers and other
practitioners to develop innovative mathematical solutions to serve as basis for new asset development designs. Deploying these
systems in numerical models is essential to the future success and efficiency of the petroleum industry. Multiphysics modeling has
been widely applied in the petroleum industry since the 1960s. The rapid development of computer technology has enabled the
numerical applications of multiphysics modeling in the petroleum industry: its applications are particularly popular for the numerical
simulation of drilling and completion processes. This book covers theory and numerical applications of multiphysical modeling
presenting various author-developed subroutines, used to address complex pore pressure input, complex initial geo-stress field
input, etc. Some innovative methods in drilling and completion developed by the authors, such as trajectory optimization and a
3-dimensional workflow for calculation of mud weight window etc, are also presented. Detailed explanations are provided for the
modeling process of each application example included in the book. In addition, details of the completed numerical models data
are presented as supporting material which can be downloaded from the website of the publisher. Readers can easily understand
key modeling techniques with the theory of multiphysics embedded in examples of applications,and can use the data to reproduce
the results presented. While this book would be of interest to any student, academic or professional practitioner of engineering,
mathematics and natural science, we believe those professionals and academics working in civil engineering, petroleum
engineering and petroleum geomechanics would find the work especially relevant to their endeavors.
Knowledge surrounding the behavior of earth materials is important to a number of industries, including the mining and
construction industries. Further research into the field of geotechnical engineering can assist in providing the tools necessary to
analyze the condition and properties of the earth. Technology and Practice in Geotechnical Engineering brings together theory and
practical application, thus offering a unified and thorough understanding of soil mechanics. Highlighting illustrative examples,
technological applications, and theoretical and foundational concepts, this book is a crucial reference source for students,
practitioners, contractors, architects, and builders interested in the functions and mechanics of sedimentary materials.
Issues in Mechanical Engineering / 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Mechanical Engineering. The editors have built Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition
on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Mechanical Engineering in this eBook
to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The
content of Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled,
and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with
authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its
industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist
reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Advances in Ethanol Research and Application / 2012 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Ethanol. The editors have built Advances in Ethanol Research and Application / 2012 Edition on
the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Ethanol in this eBook to be deeper than
what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
Advances in Ethanol Research and Application / 2012 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled,
and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with
authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Issues in Educational Science and Technology: 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Internet and Higher Education. The editors have built Issues in Educational Science and
Technology: 2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Internet
and Higher Education in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable,
authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Educational Science and Technology: 2013 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from
peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively
from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
This volume contains some research papers from the International Conference on Information Technology and Management
organized by the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, in conjunction with the Institute of Systems Management (ISM). It comprises
30 selected and refereed papers in the development of enabling technologies, electronic commerce and knowledge management,
and IT systems and applications. These papers feature the results of the latest research in the areas of information systems,
enabling technologies, and business management, as well as potential applications in industries including education, finance,
logistics, medical tourism, and IT services.
Originally published in 1989. The practical application of multicultural education to the British elementary school classroom is
discussed. The first part explores the historical development of multicultural education, considering sex and class inequality and
local and national educational practices; and makes suggestions for improvement. Part two suggests practical ideas for explicit
and hidden curricula. Seven themes for ethnically diverse topics are suggested and for each area, teacher aims and pupil
objectives are defined and potential resources are listed. Five areas of aspects of social and personal development in a
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multicultural context are then explored. Includes a foreword by Lord Swann.
The purpose of the Beer/McMurrey book is to give engineering students and engineers a brief, easy to use guide to the essentials
of engineering writing. Appropriate for use as a supplement to an existing course, or as a resource for an introduction to
engineering course that includes writing as one of its components, the Beer/McMurrey book will give engineers the basics of
writing reports, specifications, using electronic mail and computers without trying to be an exhaustive survey of all kinds of
technical writing.
This book explores the US economy from 1960 to 2010 using a more Keynsian, Cowles model approach, which the author argues
has substantial advantages over the vector autoregression (VAR) and dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models
used almost exclusively today. Heim presents a robust argument in favor of the Cowles model as an answer to the pressing,
unresolved methodological question of how to accurately model the macroeconomy so that policymakers can reliably use these
models to assist their decision making. Thirty-eight behavioral equations, describing determinants of variables such as
consumption, taxes, and government spending, are connected by eighteen identities to construct a comprehensive model of the
real US economy that Heim then tests across four different time periods to ensure that results are consistent. This comprehensive
demonstration of the value of a long-ignored model provides overwhelming evidence that the more Keynesian (Cowles) structural
models outperform VAR and DSGE, and therefore should be the models of choice in future macroeconomic studies.
• Best Selling Book for JEECUP (Polytechnic Joint Entrance Examination) 2021 with objective-type questions as per the latest
syllabus. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s JEECUP (Polytechnic
Joint Entrance Examination) 2021 Practice Kit. • JEECUP (Polytechnic Joint Entrance Examination) 2021 Preparation Kit comes
with 20 Tests (8 Mock Tests + 9 Sectional Tests + 3 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances
of selection by 14 times. • The JEECUP (Polytechnic Joint Entrance Examination) 2021 Sample Kit is created as per the latest
syllabus given by the Joint Entrance Examination Council. • JEECUP (Polytechnic Joint Entrance Examination) 2021 Prep Kit
comes with well-structured and detailed Solutions of each and every question. Easily Understand the concepts. • Clear exam with
good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts. • Get Free Access to Unlimited Online Preparation for One Month
by reviewing the product. • Raise a query regarding a solution and get it resolved within 24 Hours. Why EduGorilla ? • The Trust
of 2 Crore+ Students and Teachers. • Covers 1300+ Exams. • Awarded by Youth4Work, Silicon India, LBS Group, etc. • Featured
in: The Hindu, India Today, Financial Express, etc. • Multidisciplinary Exam Preparation. • Also provides Online Test Series and
Mock Interviews.
This book gathers selected theoretical and empirical papers from the 29th Eurasia Business and Economics Society (EBES)
Conference, held in Lisbon, Portugal. Covering diverse areas of business and management in various geographic regions, it
highlights the latest research on human resources, management and marketing, among other topics. It also includes related
studies that address marketing and management-relevant aspects such as the impact of supervisor support on employee
performance through work engagement, the standardization of global logistics business operations, elements to support long-term
B2B communication, and omni-channel strategies in the Marketing 4.0 paradigm.
Issues in Nanotechnology and Micotechnology: Engineering, Fabrication, and Structural Research: 2011 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Nanotechnology and
Micotechnology—Engineering, Fabrication, and Structural Research. The editors have built Issues in Nanotechnology and
Micotechnology: Engineering, Fabrication, and Structural Research: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of
ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Nanotechnology and Micotechnology—Engineering, Fabrication, and
Structural Research in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable,
authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Nanotechnology and Micotechnology: Engineering, Fabrication, and
Structural Research: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions,
and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and
credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Previous Years solved Papers is not hard at all but easy to score well if you follow a simple method of structuring your answers. That smart
structuring is the core of our Solved paper book as each solution is superbly explained by our CBSE expert. This will give you enough
practice to crack any question in the exam. This book covers the following: CBSE 2019 Solved By 2019 CBSE Topper CBSE 2018 Topper
Solution CBSE 2017 Topper Solution Right from essays/letters marks breakdown to following strict CBSE blueprint and Exam syllabus for
February 2020 Exam, this book is superbly written. It starts with never-before focus points that dissect the whole 2020 paper and explains
how to structure and answer each question of the 2020 All Subjects (Mathematics, Science, Social Science, English, Hindi A & Hindi B Exam
efficiently. Extra value items added in this book: Utilising 15 minute reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) Focus points at the
beginning (6 pages) Structuring your Maths Exam 3 hours smartly (by CBSE Markers) 2020 marking scheme points (value points) underlined
in all papers (CBSE markers look for these key points to allot full marks) Self-assessments are included to help you practice without the
temptation of checking the answers at the back and thus strain your memory further to get to the answer. This book provides the right recipe
to practice for the English 2020 board exam. Take our word for it :) And of course we are here should you have any issue during your
preparation. We hope you give this book a buy and crack the All Subjects exam with ease. Best of luck students!
Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published by Pratiyogita Darpan Group in India and is one of the best Science monthly
magazines available for medical entrance examination students in India. Well-qualified professionals of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and
Botany make contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing complete and to-the-point study material for aspiring
candidates. The magazine covers General Knowledge, Science and Technology news, Interviews of toppers of examinations, study material
of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany with model papers, reasoning test questions, facts, quiz contest, general awareness and mental
ability test in every monthly issue.
The delivery of quality education to students relies heavily on the actions of an institution’s administrative staff. Effective leadership strategies
allow for the continued progress of modern educational initiatives. Educational Leadership and Administration: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications provides comprehensive research perspectives on the multi-faceted issues of leadership and administration
considerations within the education sector. Emphasizing theoretical frameworks, emerging strategic initiatives, and future outlooks, this
publication is an ideal reference source for educators, professionals, school administrators, researchers, and practitioners in the field of
education.
This e-book is a compilation of 170 articles presented at the 7th Mechanical Engineering Research Day (MERD'20) - Kampus Teknologi
UTeM (virtual), Melaka, Malaysia on 16 December 2020.
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Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) in the North Indian state of Uttar Pradesh is a result of great endeavour of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan. Today, it
is counted among the prestigious colleges of the country and with more than 1 million books, its Maulana Azad library, it possesses the
Asia’s largest University library. It takes up its own entrance exams to give admission to its several courses. 15 Years’ (2005-2019) Solved
Papers AMU has been revised again to provide an educational assistance to aspirants preparing for AMU engineering entrance exam, also
known as AMUEEE 2020. This book serves as the performance-driven practice tool to conquer all the doubts, fears and confusion about
questions and concepts related to the exam. As the title refers, it is incorporated with the last 15 years solved papers of previous years’
questions from 2005-2019 with authentic, analytical and augmented Solutions. Based on the latest exam pattern, it is the best book to
practice and learn to perform well during the exam. Table of ContentSolved Papers (AMU Engineering) – 2018-2005

A compilation of papers taken from the Fourth International Conference on Minority Languages. While the first volume focused on
the more theoretically orientated papers, this volume emphasizes the inventorial or descriptive approach.
This collaborative work provides a detailed snapshot of child oral health in Australia. In doing so, it describes the levels of dental
caries and its components, dental fluorosis and other oral health conditions and how they vary by social characteristics. It also
describes protective factors such as toothbrushing, the use of fluoridated toothpastes and making dental visits. The 2012–14
National Child Oral Health Study (NCOHS) was a cross-sectional study of the child population aged 5 to 14 years in Australia. A
total of 24,664 children from 841 participating schools completed the study. The study sample was selected in a complex
multistage, stratified sampling design. Sophisticated weighting procedure was employed to adjust for variations in probabilities of
selection and response rates. Therefore, this report presents estimates as representative of child oral health in Australia.
Information was collected via a parental questionnaire and a detailed dental examination by trained dental professionals.
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
Set in Canada and the battlefields of France and Belgium, Three-Day Road is a mesmerizing novel told through the eyes of
Niska—a Canadian Oji-Cree woman living off the land who is the last of a line of healers and diviners—and her nephew Xavier. At
the urging of his friend Elijah, a Cree boy raised in reserve schools, Xavier joins the war effort. Shipped off to Europe when they
are nineteen, the boys are marginalized from the Canadian soldiers not only by their native appearance but also by the fine
marksmanship that years of hunting in the bush has taught them. Both become snipers renowned for their uncanny accuracy. But
while Xavier struggles to understand the purpose of the war and to come to terms with his conscience for the many lives he has
ended, Elijah becomes obsessed with killing, taking great risks to become the most accomplished sniper in the army. Eventually
the harrowing and bloody truth of war takes its toll on the two friends in different, profound ways. Intertwined with this account is
the story of Niska, who herself has borne witness to a lifetime of death—the death of her people. In part inspired by the legend of
Francis Pegahmagabow, the great Indian sniper of World War I, Three-Day Road is an impeccably researched and beautifully
written story that offers a searing reminder about the cost of war.
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